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BYDS Early Childhood Lead Teacher 
 
Beth Yeshurun Day School in Houston is seeking creative, responsible, loving, reliable early 
childhood teachers to join a team of educators who have a passion for working with children. 
Qualified candidates must be able to work collaboratively, have a strong work ethic, possess a 
positive attitude, and have knowledge of Jewish values and traditions. They should be 
enthusiastic and capable of planning and implementing a program aligned with curriculum goals 
and educational philosophies of the program. Candidate must be self-motivated and directed, 
compassionate, dependable, professional, supportive and creative. 
 
Responsibilities will include, but are not limited to: 

• Curriculum implementation 
• Maintains classroom appearance 
• Strong communication with parents, supervisor and co-workers 
• Positive interactions with children and co-workers 
• Willing to learn and understand NAEYC guidelines 

 
Job Type: 5-day part time 
Start Date: August 2020 
 
Required Education:  

• BA or BS in Early Childhood Education or Education or CDA 
• Candidate must have a minimum of 12 semester ECE units 

 
Required Experience: Candidate must have at least 2 years’ experience working in an early 
childhood environment. 
 
For more information, please send updated resume, cover letter and three references to 
jmark@byds.org 
 
*full job description available upon request* 
 
About Beth Yeshurun Day School  
Founded in 1948, BYDS is the oldest Jewish day school in Texas and surrounding areas. The 
mission of Beth Yeshurun Day School is to foster confidence, leadership, a love of learning, and 
a sense of responsibility in students by honoring individual strengths in an environment 
dedicated to academic excellence, Jewish teachings, and the continuity of Jewish values. Housed 
on the Caress campus of Congregation Beth Yeshurun, the largest Conservative synagogue in the 
United States, BYDS serves students from 3 months old through fifth grade in Southwest 
Houston. BYDS is an equal opportunity employer. 
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